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Court Ceremonies and Rituals of Power in Byzantium and the Medieval Mediterranean

2013-09-19

publicly performed rituals and ceremonies form an essential part of medieval political practice and court culture this applies
not only to western feudal societies but also to the linguistically and culturally highly diversified environment of byzantium
and the mediterranean basin the continuity of roman traditions and cross fertilization between various influences originating
from constantinople armenia the arab muslim world and western kingdoms and naval powers provide the framework for a
distinct sphere of ritual expression and ceremonial performance this collective volume placing byzantium into a comparative
perspective between east and west examines transformative processes from late antiquity to the middle ages succession
procedures in different political contexts phenomena of cross cultural appropriation and exchange and the representation of
rituals in art and literature contributors are maria kantirea martin hinterberger walter pohl andrew marsham bj�rn weiler eric
j hanne antonia giannouli jo van steenbergen stefan burkhardt ioanna rapti jonathan shepard panagiotis agapitos henry maguire
christine angelidi and margaret mullett

Votives, Places and Rituals in Etruscan Religion

2008-11-30

by considering votive mortuary and secular rituals the volume offers a contribution to the continued study of etruscan
culture and gathers new material interpretations and approaches to the less emphasized areas of etruscan religion

Relics and Rituals 2

2002-08

fantasirollespil

Aries Predictions and Rituals 2024

2023-12-03

this is the best gift for you here are all the month by month astrological predictions for the year 2024 for your zodiac sign
plan and prepare here you will also find ancient rituals amulets and spiritual baths described in detail easy to perform and the
materials available are at hand based on white magic black magic red magic green magic and blue magic these spells will help
you achieve your goals this year

Snake Chinese Horoscope and Rituals 2024

2023-12-22

in this book you will find all the predictions for your chinese zodiac sign and rituals for each month of the year 2024 are you
planning to start a new business are you motivated to find love these predictions for 2024 have it all love career education
marriage finances and health practice the rituals we offer you in this book so that you can succeed as in this book you will
find ancient rituals amulets and baths described in detail easy to perform and the materials are at hand based on white magic
black magic red magic green magic and blue magic these spells will help you achieve your goals this year 2024

Water and Ritual

2009-07-21

in the southern maya lowlands rainfall provided the primary and in some areas the only source of water for people and crops
classic maya kings sponsored elaborate public rituals that affirmed their close ties to the supernatural world and their
ability to intercede with deities and ancestors to ensure an adequate amount of rain which was then stored to provide water
during the four to five month dry season as long as the rains came maya kings supplied their subjects with water and exacted
tribute in labor and goods in return but when the rains failed at the end of the classic period ad 850 950 the maya rulers lost
both their claim to supernatural power and their temporal authority maya commoners continued to supplicate gods and
ancestors for rain in household rituals but they stopped paying tribute to rulers whom the gods had forsaken in this paradigm



shifting book lisa lucero investigates the central role of water and ritual in the rise dominance and fall of classic maya
rulers she documents commoner elite and royal ritual histories in the southern maya lowlands from the late preclassic
through the terminal classic periods to show how elites and rulers gained political power through the public replication and
elaboration of household level rituals at the same time lucero demonstrates that political power rested equally on
material conditions that the maya rulers could only partially control offering a new more nuanced understanding of these
dual bases of power lucero makes a compelling case for spiritual and material factors intermingling in the development and
demise of maya political complexity

Rules and Rituals in Medieval Power Games

2019-10-07

in rules and rituals in medieval power games gerd althoff highlights the great impact of unwritten rules spielregeln and rituals
in establishing order in prestate societies he underpins this view with new examples and insights taken from the german
perspective and thus offers a model suitable for comparison with other societies

Awkward Rituals

2022-05-06

a fresh account of early american religious history that argues for a new understanding of ritual in the years between the
american revolution and the civil war there was an awkward persistence of sovereign rituals vestiges of a monarchical past
that were not easy to shed in awkward rituals dana logan focuses our attention on these performances revealing the ways in
which governance in the early republic was characterized by white protestants reenacting the hierarchical authority of a
seemingly rejected king with her unique focus on embodied action rather than the more common focus on discourse or law logan
makes an original contribution to debates about the relative completeness of america s revolution awkward rituals theorizes
an under examined form of action rituals that do not feel natural even if they sometimes feel good this account challenges
common notions of ritual as a force that binds society and synthesizes the self ranging from freemason initiations to
evangelical societies to missionaries posing as sailors logan shows how white protestants promoted a class based society
while simultaneously trumpeting egalitarianism she thus redescribes ritual as a box to check a chore to complete an
embarrassing display of theatrical verve in awkward rituals logan emphasizes how ritual distinctively captures what does
not change through revolution

Ecology and Rituals in Tribal Areas

2003

the western and indian social cultural anthropologists contributed much in developing the theories of primitive or tribal
religion in course of time the ecological anthropologists have extended further those concepts more specifically the
ritualistic functions in the analysis of human adaptability within an ecosystem combining the two this book deals with a
comparative analysis of religious live of the five tribal groups living in a common ecological setting in a close proximity to
establish the inter relationship between ecology and rituals in the tribal areas this is a holistic study concerning all aspects
of live related to religion this micro study is based on all important parameters like ecological settings socio economic
conditions ethnic diversities and culture historical factors this book will help to enhance knowledge and to develop the
methodological tools and techniques for the researcher belonging to the subjects like social anthropology sociology
comparative religion tribal studies natural resource management and so on

Wiccan Feasts, Celebrations, and Rituals

2021-10-12

the wiccan calendar is marked by significant festivals called sabbats the most famous is halloween also known as samhain
but you will be familiar with others too such as the summer and winter solstices wiccans celebrate these sabbats with
rituals crafts and food and drink and in this book silja reveals how you can bring some of that magic into your life even if
working as a solitary witch she also details other special days throughout the year such as august 23 the roman festival
of vulcanalia which is celebrated with bonfires discover too how wiccans celebrate personal rites of passage such as the
naming of a baby and a couple committing to each other in a wiccan wedding known as a handfasting finally silja explains how
to write your own daily weekly or monthly rituals to bring you peace and happiness lavishly illustrated throughout this is
your essential guide to all your wiccan celebrations



Spiritual Taxonomies and Ritual Authority

2016-02-02

spiritual taxonomies and ritual authority recounts how philosophers of the late third century c e organized the spirit world
into hierarchies positioning themselves as high priests in the process by establishing themselves as experts on sacred matters
they fortified their authority prestige and reputation

Cult and Ritual in Persian Period Egypt

2019-10-15

ancient egyptian temple walls expressed royal and political ideologies reflected the ancient egyptian secular and spiritual
world order supplied a medium for the reenactments of assorted myths and implied a metaphor for the universe the temple of
hibis is one of the most important temples from late period egypt despite the conventional overall architecture plan of the
temple it exhibits numerous particularities while the more prominent parts of the temple such as the sanctuary have been
studied by numerous scholars in other areas the decoration schemes remain largely unexplained this book focuses on the
decorative schemes of several chapels in the earlier part of the temple chapels that were either established and or were
decorated during the first persian period 525 404 bce these chapels were located around the main sanctuary a but have
rarely been the subject of scholarly discussions it concentrates on a few chapels of the temple of hibis chapels f and g to the
south of sanctuary a on the first level of the temple and all the decorated chapels e1 e2 h1 and h2 on the second level of the
temple each chapter begins with a brief description of the scenes and their basic layout and a complete translation of the
accompanying texts a more in depth analysis regarding both text and image follows in the commentary it includes the analysis
of the different aspects of the gods their origins and the development of their cults that are significant to the scenes and to
each other also discussed are their coherence any aspects that are especially emphasized and any other information that could
be gleaned from the whole scene the analysis tries to detail the specific composition that makes up the mosaic of the picture
wall or room attention is paid to both the scenic arrangement and the hieroglyphic inscriptions as the interpretation of one
would be meaningless without the other attention is given to investigating the general function of the different rooms by
means of their decoration and by identifying the patterns or important themes generated by the layout of the scenes the results
are summarized in the last chapter a number of line drawings have been inserted into the text beside a described scene as an aid to
the reader

The Liturgy and Ritual of the Celtic Church

1881

in text and ritual in early china leading scholars of ancient chinese history literature religion and archaeology consider the
presence and use of texts in religious and political ritual through balanced attention to both the received literary tradition
and the wide range of recently excavated artifacts manuscripts and inscriptions their combined efforts reveal the rich and
multilayered interplay of textual composition and ritual performance drawn across disciplinary boundaries the resulting
picture illuminates two of the defining features of early chinese culture and advances new insights into their sumptuous
complexity beginning with a substantial introduction to the conceptual and thematic issues explored in succeeding chapters
text and ritual in early china is anchored by essays on early chinese cultural history and ritual display michael nylan and the
nature of its textuality william g boltz this twofold approach sets the stage for studies of the e jun qi metal tallies lothar
von falkenhausen the gongyang commentary to the spring and autumn annals joachim gentz the early history of the book of
odes martin kern moral remonstration in historiography david schaberg the liming manuscript text unearthed at mawangdui
mark csikszentmihalyi and eastern han commemorative stele inscriptions k e brashier the scholarly originality of these essays
rests firmly on their authors control over ancient sources newly excavated materials and modern scholarship across all
major sinological languages the extensive bibliography is in itself a valuable and reliable reference resource this important
work will be required reading for scholars of chinese history language literature philosophy religion art history and
archaeology

Text and Ritual in Early China

2011-07-01

this volume contains a series of provocative essays that explore expressions of magic and ritual power in the ancient world
the essays are authored by leading scholars in the fields of egyptology ancient near eastern studies the hebrew bible judaica
classical greek and roman studies early christianity and patristics and coptic and islamic egypt the strength of the present



volume lies in the breadth of scholarly approaches represented the book begins with several papyrological studies presenting
important new texts in greek and coptic continuing with essays focusing on taxonomy and definition the concluding essays
apply contemporary theories to analyses of specific test cases in a broad variety of ancient mediterranean cultures

Magic and Ritual in the Ancient World

2002-01-01

it provides a fundamental perspective for viewing the nature and structure of ancient chinese civilization as having a strong
political orientation introduction

Art, Myth, and Ritual

1983

in urban rituals in sacred landscapes in hellenistic asia minor christina g williamson examines the phenomenon of monumental
sanctuaries in the countryside of asia minor that accompanied the second rise of the greek city state in the hellenistic period
moving beyond monolithic categories williamson provides a transdisciplinary frame of analysis that takes into account the
complex local histories landscapes material culture and social and political dynamics of such shrines in their transition
towards becoming prestigious civic sanctuaries this frame of analysis is applied to four case studies the sanctuaries of zeus
labraundos sinuri hekate at lagina and zeus panamaros all in karia these well documented shrines offer valuable insights for
understanding religious strategies adopted by emerging cities as they sought to establish their position in the expanding world

Urban Rituals in Sacred Landscapes in Hellenistic Asia Minor

2021-08-04

voices of the ritual analyzes the revival of rituals performed at female saint shrines in the middle east in the midst of
turbulent political contention over land and borders nurit stadler shows religious minorities lay claim to space through
rituals enacted at sacred spaces in the holy land using ethnographic analysis stadler explores the rise of these rituals their
focus on the body female materiality and their place in the israeli palestinian landscape stadler examines the varied features of
the practice and implications of the rituals looking at themes of femininity and material experience she considers the role of the
body in rituals that represent the act of birth or the circle of life and that aim to foster an intimate connection between the
female saint and her worshippers stadler underscores the political cultural and spatial elements of this practice bringing
attention to how religious minorities jews christians muslims and druze among others have utilized these rituals to assert
their right to the land voices of the ritual offers a valuable assessment of religious ritual practice that encrypts female
themes into a landscape that has historically been defined by war and conflict

Voices of the Ritual

2020-05-15

oscar g chase studies the american legal system in the manner of an anthropologist by comparing american dispute ways with
those of other systems including some commonly believed to be more primitive he finds interesting similarities that challenge the
premise that we live in a society regulated by a rational and just rule of law new york law journal a witty and engaging
endeavor a good contribution to our professional knowledge and it is a must reading law and politics book review after
reading law culture and ritual no one could ever again think that our legal proceedings are nothing more than an efficient
method of discovering truth and applying law oscar chase effectively uses a comparative approach to help us to step back
from our legal practices and see just how steeped in myths rituals and traditions they are scholars will want to read this
book for its contribution to comparative law but everyone interested in american culture should read this book chase shows
us that there is no separating law from culture each informs and maintains the other law culture and ritual is a major step
forward in the rapidly expanding field of the cultural study of law paul kahn author of the cultural study of law
reconstructing legal scholarship having allowed ourselves to be convinced wrongly that we are the most litigious people in
the world americans have become obsessed with finding quick cures oscar chase s book sounds a salutary warning by
presenting striking comparative examples that shatter our parochialism he forces us to examine the cultural roots of dispute
processes richard abel connell professor of law ucla lawschooldisputing systems are products of the societies in which they
operate they originate and mutate in respons



Law, Culture, and Ritual

2007

in rituals and symbolic communication in medieval hungary under the �rp�d dynasty 1000 1301 du�an zupka examines rituals
as means of symbolic communication in medieval political culture focusing on the hungarian kingdom under the rule of the
�rp�ds

Ritual and Symbolic Communication in Medieval Hungary under the �rp�d Dynasty
(1000 - 1301)

2016-08-29

experiencing ritual is edith turner s account of how she sighted a spirit form while participating in the ihamba ritual of the
ndembu through her analysis she presents a view not common in anthropological writings the view of millions of africans that
ritual is the harnessing of spiritual power

Experiencing Ritual

2011-06-03

this book examines maya sacrifice and related posthumous body manipulation the editors bring together an international group
of contributors from the area studied archaeologists as well as anthropologists forensic anthropologists art historians
and bioarchaeologists this interdisciplinary approach provides a comprehensive perspective on these sites as well as the
material culture and biological evidence found there

New Perspectives on Human Sacrifice and Ritual Body Treatments in Ancient Maya
Society

2007-02-15

mesopotamian anti witchcraft rituals and prescriptions prescribe ceremonies and treatments for dispelling witchcraft
destroying the witch and protecting and curing the patient the corpus of mesopotamian anti witchcraft rituals aims to
present a reconstruction and critical editions of this body of texts

Corpus of Mesopotamian Anti-Witchcraft Rituals

2016-04-18

contributions in this volume demonstrate how across the ancient mediterranean and over hundreds of years women s rituals
intersected with the political economic cultural or religious spheres of their communities in a way that has only recently
started to gain sustained academic attention the volume aims to tease out a number of different approaches and contexts and
to expand existing studies of women in the ancient world as well as scholarship on religious and social history the
contributors face a famously difficult task ancient authors rarely recorded aspects of women s lives including their songs
prophecies and prayers many of the objects women made and used in ritual were perishable and have not survived certain kinds of
ritual objects lowly undecorated pots for example tend not even to be recorded in archaeological reports however the broad
range of contributions in this volume demonstrates the multiplicity of materials that can be used as evidence including
inscriptions textiles ceramics figurative art and written sources and the range of methodologies that can be used from
analysis of texts images and material evidence to cognitive and comparative approaches

Women's Ritual Competence in the Greco-Roman Mediterranean

2016-10-14

this book provides a ground breaking interaction based framework of rituals drawing on multiple research disciplines it
examines ritual as a relational action constructed in interaction through pre existing patterns and captures the features of
ritual phenomena by analysing interactants behaviour in culturally and socially diverse contexts



Relational Rituals and Communication

2013-06-27

while most critical studies of interwar literary politics have focused on nationalism patrick query makes a case that the idea
of europe intervenes in instances when the individual and the nation negotiate identity he examines the ways interwar writers
use three european ritual forms verse drama bullfighting and roman catholic rite to articulate ideas of european cultural
identity within the growing discourse of globalization query argues europe presents a special though often overlooked case
because it adds a mediating term between local and global his book is divided into three sections the first treats the verse
dramas of t s eliot w b yeats and w h auden the second discusses the uses of the spanish bullfight in works by d h lawrence
stephen spender jack lindsay george barker cecil day lewis and others and the third explores the cross cultural impact of
catholic ritual in graham greene evelyn waugh and david jones while all three ritual forms were frequently associated with
the most conservative tendencies of the age query shows that each had a remarkable political flexibility in the hands of
interwar writers concerned with the idea of europe

Ritual and the Idea of Europe in Interwar Writing

2016-04-08

volume two of theorizing rituals mainly consists of an annotated bibliography of more than 400 items covering those books
edited volumes and essays that are considered most relevant for the field of ritual theory

Theorizing Rituals, Volume 2: Annotated Bibliography of Ritual Theory,
1966-2005

2007-09-30

reprint of the original first published in 1842

Illustrations of the Liturgy and Ritual of the United Church of England and Ireland:
Being Sermons and Discourses Selected From the Works of Eminent Divines Who Lived
During the Seventeenth Century

2024-05-26

originally published in 1964 this is a detailed ethnographic record and sympathetic study of ambo beliefs and activities the
significance of the clan and the matrilineage are discussed and the organization of the village and chiefdom analysed childhood
and puberty marriage death succession and inheritance are covered along with religious concpets and divination with its stress
on the importance of the high god

The Liturgy and Ritual of the Ante-Nicene Church

1897

the media are an inescapable part of our everyday life drawing on sociological and anthropological approaches to the study
of ritual nick couldry applies the work of theorists to a number of important media arenas

Social and Ritual Life of the Ambo of Northern Rhodesia

2018-09-03

while ritual and archaic states have both been prominent topics in recent archaeological studies this is the first volume to
combine both subjects by exploring the varying nature expression and significance of ritual in archaic states it compares
archaic rituals across many different cultures vijayanagara swahili lamu venice asante aztec ming china oaxaca greece inca
wari and chaco the contributors posit that the nature of rituals the level of investment in rituals and their sociopolitical
significance can vary greatly from state to state even among societies with similar levels of social complexity population
and spatial distribution highlighting the importance of ritual as an inherent part of a cultural narrative and demonstrating



how the study of ritual enables a better understanding of diverse social groups this volume shows how the location
frequency and role of ritual differed significantly across archaic states

Eucharistic Truth and Ritual

1874

the division of land and consolidation of territory that created the greek polis also divided sacred from productive space
sharpened distinctions between purity and pollution and created a ritual system premised on gender difference regional
sanctuaries ameliorated competition between city states publicized the results of competitive rituals for males and
encouraged judicial alternatives to violence female ritual efforts focused on reproduction and the health of the family are
less visible but as this provocative study shows no less significant taking a fresh look at the epigraphical evidence for greek
ritual practice in the context of recent studies of landscape and political organization susan guettel cole illuminates the
profoundly gendered nature of greek cult practice and explains the connections between female rituals and the integrity of the
community in a rich integration of ancient sources and current theory cole brings together the complex evidence for greek
ritual practice she discusses relevant medical and philosophical theories about the female body considers greek ideas about
purity pollution and ritual purification and examines the cult of artemis in detail her nuanced study demonstrates the social
contribution of women s rituals to the sustenance of the polis and the identity of its people

Media Rituals

2003

the book shows how the kings of the western zhou period used ritual to create and hold onto their power

Ritual and Archaic States

2016-08-24

for centuries of european history singing for a person at the moment of death was considered to be the ideal accompaniment to
a life s ending in music in medieval rituals for the end of life author elaine stratton hild examines and recovers the chants sung
for the dying during the middle ages beginning in the late eighth century along with the first editions of these melodies she offers
considerations of the functions that music played within the deathbed rituals arguing that the chants served as vehicles with
which communities offered comfort to a dying person the book presents close readings of rituals from diverse communities each
as they appear in a single source the rituals chants are transcribed into modern notation and analyzed both for their text
music relationships and for their functions within the rituals hild shows that within the widespread practice local versions of
the liturgies along with their chant repertories remained unstandardized throughout the middle ages yet some commonalities are
evident among these varied local practices one is the use of song beginning in the ninth century sources most often prescribe
chant not the eucharist for the final moments of life another commonality is the positive depiction of the afterlife conveyed by
the chants created for the powerful and the poor the educated and the uneducated women and men monastics clerics and laity
these manuscripts offer a glimpse into the religious practices that distinguished communities from one another and also bound
them together within a single tradition

Landscapes, Gender, and Ritual Space

2004-03-31

attested from the fifth dynasty until and including the saite period the tekenu is a puzzling icon depicted within funerary scenes
in the tombs of some ancient egyptian nobles in this work four distinct types of tekenu are identified and classified and then a
corpus catalogue is formed

Kingship, Ritual, and Royal Ideology in Western Zhou China

2022-10-31

an anthropological study of a major national political party one which dominated israeli politics for nearly five decades and
was returned to office in summer 1992 the analysis focuses on the relationship between culture and politics to explain the
crucial role the labour party has played



Music in Medieval Rituals for the End of Life

2023-12-15
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The Tekenu and Ancient Egyptian Funerary Ritual

2019-07-31

the author shows how intent and motivation can be focused to augment the physical effects of aphrodisiacs and suggests
rituals drawn from tantric yoga and western magic

Power and Ritual in the Israel Labor Party

1993

Roman Ritual 2 �����������

1985-08

The Magical and Ritual Use of Aphrodisiacs
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